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IHTRODUCTIOK 
fhe chsmistry and aotalliirgy of thorliim have heen In­
vestigated extensively at the Ames lahoratory during the 
past few years* One of the fields of particular interest 
has been the binary alloy systems of thorium with the tran­
sition elements* 
The composition of intermetallic ctMpoxmds, such as 
fhKnat fh^Hnai, thMhia, et ceter&i bears in general little 
relation to the customary valences of the metals, fhe sig­
nificant factors, which at present are only partially under­
stood | are the ratio of valence electrons to atcMic nuclei> 
relative values of aietallic radii| and differences in 
electronegativity of ccmbining atosis* 
fhe c<»Epounds of thoriua with the transition elements 
of the first period are particularly nimerous and inter­
esting and display several new structural types. The pre­
sent empirical stage in the development of theories of 
interaetallic cofflpotmd formation suggests that further 
structural studies will be important aids to progress in 
this field* We have, therefore, imdertaken a systematic 
i 
Study of the structures of intermetallic c<®pounds of thorium 
with the transition metals* 
Like uranium (1), thoriiaa forms no ccaipoxmds with chrcsni-
um and a few with manganese, the number increasing through 
2 
nickel aiid falling abmiptly with copper* Other than thiSf 
there is little similarity in the ctmpoimds of thoriwm aM 
nranitam with transiti«Hi metals* Structures of the manga­
nese expounds differ fro© those of iron, cobalt, and nickel 
corapounds, which are very similar. A summary of the kno\m 
compounds, stable at rocaa temperature, is given in Table Z« 
Table I. Compounds of Thorim with First Period Transition Metals 
Or m. F« Co m Cm 
fh7Fe3^»^ ThyCoj®'^ fhfHij a^b 
ThaCtiCCuAla)^ 
(Hone) 
ThftozCMgZna) 
Thiltojj'' 
ThFe5(CaZn5) 
ThaF«i7^ 
ThCo® 
fliSo2-3^*® 
fhCo^CCaZn^) 
fhaCoiy^ 
ThHi® 
ThHia (AlBa ) ThCttg (illBa ) ® 
ThCV 
ThHisCCaZn,) 
THaHl,," 
fhMtili 
w 
®Struct\jre determined by Baenziger (2), 
^New structoral type, 
c 
Structiare not yet fully known* 
d 
Structtare reported by Bundle (3)# 
^Structure reported Bundle (^)# 
^Compound reported by Grube and Boltzenhardt (5K 
h 
SXPMMHTAI. PROCEDURS 
Preparation and Analyses of Binary Alloys 
fhe samples were prepared by fusing thorium metal and 
the transition element in a vacuum or under an inert stmos-
phere. After eooling, samples were prepared for powder dia­
grams by reducing the alloy to a fine powder in a diamoM 
mortar and then annealing the powder at 500 - 600 ®C for 
several hows# Single crystals were selected tTom the bulk 
sample with the aid of a small microscope* The alloys were 
ch€BBiically analyzed for their thorium and transition element 
content to within an accuracy of 1-3 per cent by weight. 
X-ray Diffracticai Iteta 
For purposes of identification, X-ray powder diagrams 
were taken with a Debye^Scherrer camera of radius 5,73 
centimeters, A cylindrical back-reflection camera of 5*0 
centimeters radius was used to determine precise lattice 
constants* For single crystal work, both a Buerger pre-
cessicm camera and a Welssenberg camera of 2.836 centi­
meters radius were used. 
Hickel filtered Gu M radiation {> « 1.5^18A) from a 
Philips diffraction unit was used with the powder azui 
Welssenberg cameras. Single crystal data were obtained 
5 
with the Buerger precession camera using zirconium filtered 
Ho Ka radiation ( 0.7107^) frcaa a voltage and current 
regulated General Electric XRD-3 unit. 
The intensities of the observed (hk^) reflections were 
estimated visually, fhe multiple film technique of Robert­
son (6) was used to obtain rotation and n-level Weissenberg 
diagrams. The precession data were obtained frcroi timed ex­
posures with a film factor of two. 
The ® and in the Patterson and electron 
density projections were determined from the intensities 
by the following formula, 
where is the structure factor for the (hkl) reflection, 
^obs* observed intensity^ L.P., the I^rentz and polari­
zation factor9 T| the temperature correction, and A, the 
absorption correction. The Lorentz-polarizaticm factor for 
rotation and zero layer Weissenberg diagrams is equal to 
^"sin*^!!^^ * precession diagrams, this factor was 
obtained frcsH a paper by Ivans, Tilden and Hughes (7). 
Only in a few cases were temperature and absorption cor­
rections required. An isotropic temperature factor of the 
form, exp(-B sin ^), ^ ere B is an «npirically determansd 
constant, v&b then applied to the observed intensities. The 
absorption corrections were based on Bradley's data (8). 
6 
tJse of Fourier Series in Crystal Analyses 
As the electron density in a crystal varies periodically 
along any direction through the lattice, it is possible to 
describe the electron distribution by a Fourier series* The 
electron density at any point within the mit cell, ^  (xys), 
is then represented by the Fourier series 
/> (m) 2 »hk, + ky 
V llSSiiaOO ^ 
Tirtiere V is the volume of the unit cell. 
By projecting the electron density in the unit cell 
parallel to the Co axis onto the (001) plane, for example, 
the Fourier series can be greatly simplified. The resulting 
function is 4. 4. 00 
vheve A is the area of the unit cell face on vhich the pro­
jection is made* 
A later developaent by Patterson (9) in the use of 
Fourier series^ involving has found wide usage in 
solving ccaaplex structures. The function, P(xyz), repre­
sented by the series 
P(xyx)- r S iFhktl' 
defines an electron-density product that has maxima at 
7 
distances and directions from the origin corresponding to 
the distances and directions between pairs of atoms in the 
crystal. The ampliti^es of the peaks of FCxyjs) correspond 
to the products of the electron densities at the two points 
considered. By projecting P(3cya) along the c© ascls onto 
the (001} plane, we obtain the simplified function, 
PCxy) - '£ I Phkol' • ^ • 
h*- Is*-
Methods of C<mputatioii 
fhe projections involving Fourier series were carried 
out by two different methods dependent upon the complexity 
of the series. Where the nurcber of terms in the series were 
few, the strip method of suisaation by Beevers and Lipscm (10) 
was used. For the more complex Fourier syntheses, the sum­
mations were carried out on an International Business Ma<» 
chine tabulator using punched cards (11). 
8 
THl THORItJM-KANGAHESl SYST)©! 
Zntrodiuctlon 
The study of the Th«Mn system was first made by means 
of X-ray powder data in order to determine the ntaaber and 
approximate composition of the phases stable at roo® tMiper-
attire« Ho attempt has been made to find phases stable at 
any other temperatiire# 
Due to the high volatility of manganese it was dif­
ficult to obtain hmogeneous samples, espeeially at high 
manganese eoncentrations* To help overcome this difficulty 
the samples were prepared under an inert atmosphere. 
Alloys with GOBipositlons ranging frcmi 12 to 96 atomic per 
cent manganese were examined* All the samples were ana­
lyzed chemically within an accurtcy of one per cent or 
better. 
Aside from the oxide, ThOj, the carbidet ThC, and the 
elements themselves| the powder diagrams indicated the 
presence of three other phases with ccanpositions of roughly 
67t 80, and 92 atomic per cent manganese. Single crystals 
of the three ccmipounds existing in these regions were ob­
tained. It was then possible to index all the powder lines 
due to these phases. 
There were not enough single crystals to perform a 
direct chemical analysis or to run a density determination 
9 
using a pyen<Maot®r on material known to be strictly a 
single phase, fhe crystals were too dense to permit ordi­
nary flotation methods for density determinations. The 
foMiilas representing the compotmds ThMria, Th^Mnaj, awl 
fhMnj.2 are based upon the rough chemical composition, atcaaic 
volume and space group considerations, and, finally, upon 
complete structure determinations* 
Structure of ThKna 
Powder data and single crystal data taken with a Buer« 
o 
ger precession camera, Mo Ka radiaticm ( 0,7107A), 
and a sagnifieation factor of were obtained* The latter 
data included precession about the hexagonal axis, ^ 0»0j7 
and Both powder and precession diagrams require a 
o o 
hexagonal lattice, n© » 5*^8 i 0.01 A, jg© » 8.95 ^  0.02 A. 
Precession diagrams about ij© eadiibited C6i symmetry in all 
levels, while the and ^ 1*^ diagrams possessed C2)i 
symmetry in all levels. Reflections (HH*L) were absent for 
1. odd, so the space group is - C6/tmt or • C6mc. 
Cpmposi^ipn Phtfft 
Prom the powder data the approximate ccaiposition ap* 
pears to be 67 atc^ie per cent manganese. Using the method 
of atcMni© volumes in which we assume the validity of Mehl »s 
10 
modification of V®gard*s law (12), we find that the voltme 
of a tmit cell containing fotir ThMna molecules should be 
t Oa jkr where the atomic volume of thorium is assumed 
0 0 
equal to 32*8 &r and that of manganese equal to 12.^ A^# 
$his agrees very well with the volume of the unit cell, 
o. 
232«8 calculated from the lattice constants. 
Atomic positions 
fhis phase, occurring at approximately 67 atcmic per 
cent manganese, had an axial ratio and symmetry suggesting 
that it was isOTaorphous with HgZna* Structure factors 
calculated for the ideal structure, 
k m at ± (1/3 2/3 z)| ± (2/3 1/3 V2 + z) with z « 1/16 
2 Mn(2) at 000| 00 1/2 
6 &t t ix 2x l/h)§ + (2 X X l/h)$ 
+ (x X lA) with X « -1/6, 
were compared with structure factors obtained from timed ex­
posures using the precession camera, fhe calculated and ob­
served structure factors are given in Table' II. The corre-
latloB factor, B - 2 |l'obsa.l " l^calcd.lj / Il^'obsd.l 
was 0.13 forSiK'L) ^ ata. 
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fafele II* Calciilated and Observed Structure Factors 
for TbMnj 
^caled, ®'obsd. ealcd* obsd. 
(100) (200) (300) 
ihOO) 
(600) 
(110) 
(120) 
m (150) 
(230) 
.ati-o) 
.2503 
m 97 106 (002) + Ikk 
<m 162 180 (OON') + 1^-2 
+ 252 231 (006) - 229 
>• 121 150 (008) - 122 
68 %0 (o*o*iS) • 173 
4- 159 183 (112) + 27*f 
+ 296 322 (m) 0 
• 85 90 (116) - 112 
1Mb 78 7Q (118) - 20H-
•f 
tm 
20^ 
65 
(l*l«i^) 
- 93 
(222) + 112 
+ 338 336 (22*^) + 91 
•• 7a 
106 
57 (226) - 185 
• 80 (228) - 112 
lif2 
im 
(332) + 17k 
+ 197 
* 62 50 
10^  ^
138 
190 
107 
207 
2d2 
0 
100 
21*1' 
117 
100 
105 
187 
171 
163 
9i Rftrigf laici 
A trial and error attempt was made to refine the 
parsffieter* The ideal value appears| however1 to be excel­
lent# For example, from a set ^  timed exposures yielding 
(Iffl-L) data it was found that F^21.6) ^ 
^22.2) > '(U.W ^U.6) " ^22.2) • "• 
flections occur at nearly the same sin ®, and should have 
12 
very similar tomperattire and adsorption corrections in the 
technique employed* Wrm calculations shown in Table III 
it can be seen that » ©•0625 t 0«002« A Fourier pro­
jection ontD (00*1) led to a manganese x parameter of 0«l67t 
ideal within our observaticm. 
fable III* lefinement of Thoriim z Parameter 
Seflection z Hh b^k 
(m) .0625 0 0 0 
.060 + 16 0 + 16 
• 058 + 29 0 + 29 
• 056 + ^-2 0 + %2 
.05^- + 55 0 + 55 
(116) .0625 
" m "f 51 - 112 
,060 - Ik? 4- 51 - 96 
.058 ;iil + 51 + 51 - 82 - 67 
.05^ - 103 + 51 - 52 
(222) .0625 + 163 - 51 + 112 
.060 + 168 - 51 + 117 
.058 + 171 - 51 + 120 
.056 + 175 - 51 4 12if 
.05% + 179 - 51 4- 128 
Slseussion 
In fhHna each thoritim atom is surrouMed by twelve manga­
nese atciES at the comers a truncated tetrahedron (Figure 
1)» The thorium atom is also bonded tetrahedralljr to four 
thorium atcaas tip-ough the hexagonal faces of the truncated 
13 
Figure 1. Packing of manganese atoms about thorium in 
ThMng» thorium atom, large dotted circlej 
manganese atoms, small circles. 
Ik 
tetrahedron* A complete suaanary of InteratcHuic distances 
is given in fable IV. 
Table IV# Interatomic distances in Tbltog 
Th Th 3.35 A 
12 Hh 3*21 A 
mil) 6 Th 3*21 A 
6Hn 2.7k A 
mill) 6 Th 3*21 A 
6 Mn 2.7^ A 
Structtire of Th^itoaj 
MmiB 
An alloy with 81»8 atomic per cent manganese was es­
sentially a single phase. Single crystals were found in 
this alloy, and proved to be cubic with Laue symmetry 0^, 
as determined by precession diagrams. The lattice constant 
o 
was jto ® 12.523 t 0.001 A as determined using a cylindrical 
back-reflection powder camera of 5.0 centimeters radius and 
the method of Jette and Foote (IH^). 
The multiple fiJj! technique of Bobertson (6) was used 
to obtain rotation and zero-level Weissenberg diagrams for 
rotation about a four-fold axis. Cu Ko radiaticm 
15 
O 
(A » A) and a camera of 5«73 centimeters were em-
ployed# 
Absences characteristic of a face-centered lattice were 
the only ones noted. Only those (hkl) reflections were pre­
sent for viiicli h| k| and i were either all even or all odd* 
fhe space group is, therefore, T| - F5+3m,o5 • F^-3 or 
from the powder data, the approximate ccHnposition of 
the phase appeared to he ThHni,.* The density of the essenti* 
ally one phase alloy at 81*3 atomic per cent manganese was 
9.02 + 0.05 g/cc. From the lattice constant there would 
then be 23.6 ThHni^ per unit cell. Since the cell is face* 
centered, the number of thorlm and manganese per imit cell 
must each be divisible by four. Consequently, the density 
and approximate ccaiposition are good enough to establish the 
number of thorium atoms per unit cell as 2^. The experi­
mental density, however, is roughly satisfied by either 88, 
92, or 96 manganese atoms per unit cell. Assuming Mehl's 
modification of Vegard's law (12) to apply, and taking the 
atoalc volume of thoritam as 32.3 and that of manganese 
as 12.*i' A*^, the volume of the unit cell suggests that there 
are ^  manganese atcacs per unit cell, in satisfactory agree­
ment with 92 or 96. The composition was tentatively assumed 
to be ThMn^ (96 Mn per unit cell), and the final decision on 
16 
th« ccauposition had. to await a complet© structure determin­
ation* 
Atcimic DQSitiona 
In the three possible space groups there are three 
lanique twenty-four fold positions| 2^ (d) and (e) of space 
groups (15, I, p-363) and (15, I, p.3^0), and 2h 
(g) of (15, I, p«325)* addition, 2^- (f) of l^3m is 
equivalent to 2k (e)» The twenty-four thoriums are almost 
certainly in one of these sets, since ccnnhinations of four, 
eight and sixteen-fold sets include a number of parameter-
less sets, and are easily eliminated* The parameterless set, 
2lf (d), is incompatible with the X-ray data, while the strong­
er peaks on the Patterson, P(xy), Pigwe 2, can be interpret­
ed in terms of the one-parameter sets, either 2^ (e) or 2^ 
(g), with X » 12/60 or 3/60 respectively. On the Patterson 
section, P(xyO), 2h (e) requires peaks on the diagonal at 
(xxO), while 2^- (g) requires off diagonal peaks. The Im­
portant peaks on this Patterson section are on diagonals and 
are compatible only with the set, 2^ (e), with x » 12/60. 
The subsequent structure determination substantiates this 
choice* 
To find manganese positions we again consider the 
Patterson projection, P(xy), Figure 2. The 96-fold sets 
from the three possible space groups all require important 
Th-Mn peaks off the diagonals, whereas all important 
17 
Patterson peaks are found on the diagonals. Consequently, 
all 96-fold seta are eliminated. The ^ 8-fold set involving 
two parameters, ^ 8 (h) of f^3m, is eliminated for a siiailar 
reason unless a « 0 or 1/2, when it becomes essentially 
identical with ifS (h) or ^ 8 (i) of Rb3bi, or corresponding 
positi<His in F^3# These ^ 8-fold sets are eliminated by con-
sideratim of the two-dimensional Patterson, P(xy), together 
with the Patterson secticai, P(xy 12/60), since important 
th-Kto pea^ on the projection should appear again on the 
section corresponding to the thorium parameter* None of the 
expected peaks appear on Pixy 12/60). The only other ^ 8-
fold sets, ^ 8 (g) of or ^8 (1) of F^3, require Th-Rtai 
peaks on P(xy) at (lA lA)f (l/M- x) and (lA 3/60). Though 
some indication of peaks with x » 8/60 are found, these are 
so far frcan the expected magnitudes that this possibility 
seemed unprcmiising. 
Turning to 32-fold sets, it was found that by placing 
6^" manganese atcsBS in 32 (f) of Fm^m or PM-3, with • 11/60, 
Xa « 23/60, and in addition, placing manganese in 2^ (d) and 
k (b), both parameterless sets, the two-dimensional Patter­
son projection, Figure 2, is accounted for except by what 
we believe to be a diffraction ring around the origin, and 
a very small peak at (1/^ 8/60). These positions are all 
found in F&3m and F^, and are permitted in F^K3m if the 32-
fold sets are split into two 16-fold groups, with x^  * X|,* 
18 
Consequently! vre isay take the space group as 
We have checked this structtire by calculating the three 
disensional Patterson function for the levels z » 0, 3/60, 
7/60, 12/60, 1V60 and 15/60, which should contain all the 
important Th-fh and fh-l&i terms* In all cases, agreement 
with expectations based on the above structure was good, and 
a preliminary check of observed and calculated intensities 
was very promising# 
Refinement of paraaeters 
A two-diffiensional Fourier pro^ectim along the cube 
axis was first aade to determine the atomic positions, 
Figure 3. fh© proper signs for the observed structwe 
factors were detensined <m the basis of the parameter values 
obtained frc® the two-dimensional Patterson, P(xy), Figure 2* 
In addition, a synthetic Fourier projection was made to cor­
rect for non-termination of series errors# As a result of 
this correction, the at cans were placed in the following po­
sitions in space group FmSmi 
(add OOOj 1/2 1/2 0| 1/2 0 l/2> 0 1/2 1/2) 
2ki (e) fh at xOOf OxO| OOxf xOO| C50} 0C5 
with X « 0,203 4 .OOl. 
kt (b) Hn(I) at 1/2 1/2 1/2. 
(d) Mn(II) at lA lA Of 1/^- 0 lAf 0 lA l/kf 
0 lA 3A| 3A 0 lA} lA ^ /k 0. 
19 
0— 
Figure 2. Patterson projection of Th6Mn23 onto (001), 
Figure 3, Electron-density projection of ThtMno, onto 
(Am ^ ^ ^ ^ 
20 
32« (f) Mii(in) at xxx.j aSf Ibdci Sci sScf xxx| aSx} xas. 
with X « 0,378 ± .002» 
321 (f) at 3Dcxj sScf X3ac| »ac| Sc| xxx} aooc 
with * « 0,178 i .0025. 
With th«s« parameters| the correlation factor, E, was found 
to be 0,20 for all reflections even though absorption and 
temperature corrections were not yet made, 
fhe crystal used for intensity data was approximately 
circular in cross secti^ with a radius of 0,01 centimeter* 
Bradley's data (8) were used to obtain an absorption cor-
recticm for the equatorial reflections (for our crystal, 
/< r « 27 for copper irradiation), and it was found empiri­
cally that the equatorial corrections for a giv^ sin®§ 
co\2ld be applied, with notable improvement, to reflections 
on higher layer lines, 
A temperature factor of the form expC-B sin*0/A 2) was 
®2 
used, where B, determined empirically, was 2,8 A • With 
these absorption and temperattire factors, R dropped to 0,10 
as given in Table V, 
Estimation of the magnitude of the above errors in the 
thorium and manganese parameters Is based on a modification 
of Cruik8hank*a method (16) as applied to two-dimensional 
electron density maps. The standard deviation,o-(x), in the 
parameter, x, is defined as follows. 
21 
cr (x) « ^ 
^hh 
0- (x) "  ^If (h + k)^  BAP'1 2l£. 
\..oo.o« J 
where ^ is standard deviation of an error, ^  is electrcai 
density, ao is mit-cell axis, A is area of electron density 
map, Ajj is I^ , Ahh h and k are Miller in­
dices, m is structure factor multiplicity, and F is the 
structure factor, these deviations are listed in the above 
point groups* 
The structure determination seems to require 2^ Th and 
92 fto per unit cell, giving a composition ThiMngi, rather 
than ThB&ii^« This is in quite satisfactory a^reesient with 
analytical and density data ( fcalcd.i gm/cc versus 
Pobsd»» gm/cc)# The only other possibilities involve 
adding Hn at 000, et cetera, in the centers of the octa-
hedra of thorium atoms, or leaving out the Mn in N- (b)« 
These alternatives are made doubtful by packing considerations. 
o 
The Th-Mn distance would be only 2.51 A for a manganese at 
o 
the center of the thorium octahedron, compared with 2.82 A 
for the sias of the single bond covalent radii, as given by 
Pauling Cl3)» ^ the other hand, the hole at h (b), at 
1/2 1/2 1/2, et cetera, resulting from leaving out manga­
nese at these positions seems entirely too large. It must 
be admitted, however, that on the basis of intensity data 
22 
Tabl© Calculat»d and Observed Str'act'ur# Factors 
for 
(Corrected for temperature and Absorptlcm) 
^'calcd# ^obsd 
(4 Mf6) 
+ i2i 112 
+ 156 180 
+ 105 id^f 
+ 150 115 
+ 69 68 
+ if8 62 
+ 138 102 
- 22 0 
+ 31 27 
• 18 0 
- 5 0 
+ ^3 36 
- 51 50 
+ ifl k$ 
+ 208 218 
+ 7k 66 
+ 38 if2 
+ m 88 
4- 72 80 
+ 87 93 
•f 101 101 
- 22 0 
+ 93 82 
+ 32 31 
+ 35 35 
-f 75 76 
+ 51 if9 
- »f3 ifO 
+ 113 119 
+ 30 33 
®'calod# ®'obsd, 
(000) + hk — (511) + 115 130 
<200) — (711) - 39 hO 
ikOO) 1 8 (911) + 21 26 (600) (11.1.1) + 39 38 
( a o o )    1 0 ^  ( 1 3 « i* i5  + 8  0  
(10-0*0) (15* 1*1) + 37 (12*0.0) 
(lif-.O.O) ^- (331) - 75 96 
(16.0*0) (531) - 17 0 
(731) - 6if 66 
(220) ( 931) + 28 28 
(^•20) (11«3*1) - ^7 »f5 
(620) - (13.3.1) - 5^ kB 
(820) (15'3'1) + 27 2k 
(10-2*0) k
(22*2.0) (551) + ICh 108 
(lif*2*0) if 5 (751) + 29 25 
„ « <951) "»• 82 77 
(MfO) (11.5.1) +50 k6 
(6JfO) TM- (13.5.1) -f- 5 0 
(8^0) k (15* 5*1) + 77 63 (10.^.0) ik
(12*M0) (771) • 8if 97 
(lif*M0) (971) • 22 26 
, (11.7*1) - 18 28 (660) " (13.7*1) - 37 32 (860) 
(10*6.0) (991) + hi if 5 
(12*6*0) (11*9*1) + 27 28 
(lif*6*0) (13* 9*1) + 22 27 
(880) (222) - llif 116 
(10*8*0) ^ (lf22) - 88 79 
(12*8*0) »f0 (622) - 18 0 
(822) - 153 l»f8 
(10*10.0) (10.2.2) + ^ 0 
(12*10.0)  (12*2*2) - 101 121 
(111) 
(311) 
(l>f*2*2) - 2if 29 
23 
table V. Continued 
P 
ealcd. ^obsd 
CMI.2) m 9 0 
(6^2) m 13 0 
i&h2) m. 65 69 
ilQ*h»2) + 19 16 
(12*M-*2) • 55 59 
(m..lf.2) •«» 1 0 
(662) «» 9 0 
(862) • k? 59 
(10«6*2) + ho 38 
(12»6*2) «» 80 69 
(lif*6*2) + ho 33 
(882) •> 111 105 
(10.8-2) 20 20 
(12*8*2) + 98 98 
(10.10.2) + 68 69 
(12.10*2) m 35 32 
(333) tm 183 193 
(533) -f 21 21 
(733) tm 136 136 
(933) - 97 112 
(11-3-3) «• 26 33 
(13 *3 *3) ?l 100 (15.3.3) - h7 hQ 
(553) + h9 38 
(753) 52 
3»^ (953) + 35 
(11«5*3) m 7 0 
(13*5*3) + 4 0 
(773) «H> 109 115 
(973) , • 39 h6 
(11*7*3) mm 77 92 
(13'7*3) - 96 Sfh 
(Wf) + 57 68 
(6Mf) + IfO ho 
(8Mf) "f 79 83 
(10.»f.»f) + 77 79 
(12-»f ^•) - 7 0 
calcd. F obsd* 
wk) 
mk) 
(10'6*»<-) 
(12*6*^-) 
C88»f) 
(10*8»^) 
(12«8«^) 
(.lQ*10*k} 
(555) 
(755) 
(955) 
(11.5'5) 
(13'5'5) 
(775) 
(975) 
(11'7-5) 
(995) 
(11«9'5) 
.866) 
(10»6-6) 
(886) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
39 
19 
3 
58 
27 
•^9 
18 
15 
82 
+ 177 
+ 31 
•f 66 
+ 10^ -
+ 59 
• 29 
+ 32 
- 5 
+ 107 
+ 26 
+ 86 
+ 83 
- 33 
53 
0 
0 
27 
27 
kk 
21 
U 
9^ 
173 
28 
70 
102 
66 
112 
29 
95 
6/ 
93 
ho 
2k 
alon©, approximately the same agreement is obtained what­
ever is done with these special positions, involving only 
four manganese atms* 
Discussion 
In thorixBB octahedra are arranged in a face-
centered array, each octahedron being snrrounded by Mf 
manganese at cams to form the complex polyhedron shown in 
Figure A suminary of interatomic distances is listed in 
fable ¥!• It is to be noted that if there are no manganese 
atoms at the center of the thorium octahedron, this structure 
is unusual in that clusters of the large atcHus, rather than 
individual large atoms, are surrounded by the small atoms* 
fhe number of laanganese atcaes about the octahedron is, how­
ever, in good agreement with H&rker »s r\ile (17), which as-
smies a closest packing of the small spheres over the sur­
face areas of the large ones* If E is the radius of a large 
metal atom and r the radius of a small metal atcwa, the co­
ordination number of the small atoms about the large atc^s 
should be approximately 3(R + r)^/r®* Using Pauling's CN12 
radii (13) for thorium and manganese, 1*795 and 1*306 A 
respectively, and making the reasonable assumption that the 
average radius of a thorium octahedron is equal to the dia­
meter of a thorium atom, the expected coordination about 
the octahderon is 3('+»896)V(l*306)^ « ^2*3 manganese, 
25 
Figure Packing of manganese atoms about thorium octa-
hedra in ThtMn2 3} thorium atoms, large dotted 
circlesj manganese (II) small unshaded circles; 
manganese (III), small shaded circlesj 
manganese (IV), small half-shaded circles. 
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versus kh observed* 
The polyhedra of manganese about the thorituB oetahedra 
share faces in the packing, but fooir holes per unit cell 
are left* These are presumably filled by manganese atcffiis 
in the ^  (b) positions* This gives a region between poly­
hedra in which there is a body-centered arrangement of 
manganese atoms* 
Table VI* InteratOTic Distances in Thi^Mnji 
o 
Th h Th 
h Mn 
k Mn 
^ Mn 
mil) 6 Th 
3 Mn 
Mn(II) k Th 
k Mn 
^ Ma 
Mn(IV) 
mini) 
3 th 
3 
3 Mn 
3 Kn 
3 Ih 
3 Mn 
3 ^  
3 Mh 
1 Mn 
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structure of fhMnia 
msmr gyppip 
Powder data indicated a compound in the region of 92 
atcasic per cent manganese, and single crystals of the com-
poui^ were found in an alloy of about this composition. 
Single crystal data were obtained with a Buerger pre­
cession camera, « 30®, magnification factor « 5»50 and 
a voltage and current regulated General Biectric XBD-3 
unit using Mo Ko radiation (A « 0*7107 !)• The crystals 
o 
were found to toe tetragonal with ^ ± Q»Q1 k and 
o 
« kt95 t Am Precession about jg® gave nets of ChJl 
sys^etry in all levels, while precession about £<> gave nets 
of C25 symmetry in all levels, fhe laue syHsaetry is, there­
fore, I^j|» Reflections were absent unless h + k + i « 2n, 
and no other systoaatic absences were found# fhe si^ce group 
is, consequently, - 1^2, - X?2m, 
Di> - 1^2 or 0%]^ • 
g<HBPOsition of the phas^ 
fhe b<^y-centered lattice requires an even number of 
both thorim and manganese atcmis per unit cell* fhe ob­
served density, 8#12 g/cc,, and approximate c<aBpositl<»i al­
low only two thori\»B atcMos per unit cell, Frcxm the voltmes 
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of thoriw and manganes®, the number of manganese atoms 
per "onit cell is either 2^ or 26. Vlith 26 manganese atcass 
per unit cell, two would have to be placed in two-fold po­
sitions! and they would have to be placed with thorium 
atoBS along the four-fold axis in all si»ce groups except 
fhis axis I ^*95 A, is so much shorter than twice 
e 
the sum of the Clfl2 radii for thorium and manganesOf 6*10 A, 
as to eliminate this possibility. Consequently, there must 
be but manganese atoms per imit cell since the eight­
fold and l6-fold positions of space group "" are 
inceaapatible with Patterson pro^ectionSt 
,po§p|,Mff 
Without loss of generality thorium atoms may be placed 
at 000, 1/2 1/2 1/2. All combinations of four-fold sets 
place manganese atoms too close together, so that they must 
be placed in eight-fold or 16-fold positions# 
fhe Patterson projection onto (001), Figure 5» shows 
major peaks at (1/^- lA), (xi 0) and (xj 0), These must 
be due to thoriumnEanganese interactions# The peak occur­
ring at <lA lA) on P<xy) is also at <1/^ lA) on the 
P(yz) projection, suggesting that 8 Ito are in the para­
meter less set, 8 (f), fotmd only in iVsam (15, I, p.225)« 
There are obviously two other parameters, each associated 
with one other eight-fold set, and since both occur on 
axes rather than diagonals in the (001) projection, the 
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®ight-foM sets must be chosen from 8 (i) and 8 (j) of 
iViBiBiii* fhere Is no indication of the need for 2-paraaie-
tern, and consequently no indication of the need to choose 
a lower space group than iViaffim* It is not possible to 
place both eight-fold sets in 8 (i) or both in 8 (3), be­
cause of space, so 8 (i) plus 8 (4) must be used, Parame-
terS| X « 0*361 for 8 (i) and x « 0,278 for 8 (j), are 
given by the (001) Patterson, and provide for reasonable 
distances in the crystal# 
Two different methods were used to refine the parame­
ter values. The first method involved the use of a syn­
thetic Fourier projection to determine the parameter shift 
due to series termination errors in the original Fourier 
projection# An Independent refinement, by the least squares 
method of Hughes (18), was also made. 
A two-dimensional Fourier projection perpendicular to 
s,o was made to determine the atcHoie positions, Figure 6, 
The proper signs for the observed structure factors were 
determined on the basis of the parameter values obtained 
from the (001) Patterson projection* The Fourier parame­
ters were xi « 0*361, xj » 0,279* 
On the basis of the positions of these atoms, structure 
factors for all observed reflections were calculated* A 
30 
Figure 5» Patterson projection of ThMn^j onto (001), 
Figure 6. Electron-density projection of ThMn^g onto 
(001). 
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teiBperatiare factori ©xpC-Bsin^fi/A ®)» tfdiere B « 3»5 
was applied to all the calculated structure factors and a 
synthetic Fourier projection was then made with these 
calculated data* This sjmthetic projection shifted the pa­
rameters slightly. For set 8 Ci), was 0#3605» and for 
set 8 (j)| was 0*281* On the basis of this shift, the 
parameter values assigned to the manganese atoms were 
XI « 0*361 and » 0*277* 
The observational equations chosen for least squares 
refinmaent were of the form 
21 ( •"'hkO  ^  ^
1-1  ^  ^
* Vi^hkO ^l^'hkO^ " l^hkol calcd*) 
« ]/ur £i Pjjj^o 
where the <6 xi*s are the corrections to be solved for and 
added to the values of used to obtain the quantities 
^hkO ® weighting factor* iJ-hkol 
calcd* were corrected by a temperature factor similar to 
that used in the Fourier method* fhe weighting factor, 
^hkO* taken proportional to l/F^j^o greater 
than two times the minimuffii observed F and proportional to 
^ ''mm 'O' ''» snaU" than 
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The normal equations for A Xi and A are 
©li A xa + Di2 A xa » Ai 
D21 A xi + Daa A xa » Aa 
O13 • So (^"^hko 
a* ^  (  ? . !  .  I I  ^  I  • ff ) / Y>''>' «'n "i r f Fl 1 -1 
A,. Z 1^/1:3:— ^ \^ m[ cafat\ /VHF— a P \ 
hkO^ hfeO ^ Xa j IV^'^hkO ^  ^hkoj. 
Using the (hkO) precession data with initial parameter 
values of x^  « 0.361 and • 0»278, the value of A Xj^  « 
+ 0.0019 and A Xj « - 0.0039. This then gives parameter 
values of xj - O.363 and x^ - 0.27^. If we neglect re-
flecticais (M-00), (660) | and (380)| which appear to be ab­
normally influenced by extinction and absorpti<m, we obtain 
corrections A x^ » - 0.0017 and A x^ » • O.OOOSf yielding 
parameter values of Xi « 0.359 and Xa =» 0.277# 
The expression used for the standard error of a parame­
ter was j^ 
O-J . 1 htcO ^'wtO b"^ 
Where m is the number of observational equations| s is the 
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number of parameters, and ig the diagonal element 
of the matrix inverse to that of Since the off di­
agonal matrix elmnent is relatively small, we can write as 
an approximation that 
hkO hkO(I ^  
\ ^ * i  I 
This gives a standard error of 0,0023 for x^^ » O.36I and 
of 0.0021 for x^ « 0«277« From the two sets of parameters 
arrived at by the least squares method, the following seem 
to be the best parameter values, x^^ * •361 f *002 and 
x^  « .277 t -002. 
On the basis of the Fourier and least squares methods, 
1 7 the atoms were placed in the following positions in 
(add 000| 1/2 1/2 1/2) 
2t (a) Th at 000. 
81 (f) MnCi) at lA 1/^ lAf 3A 3A 1A| 
lA 3A lA| 3A lA lA. 
81 (i) l&iClI) at xOO| xOO| OxO| 0x0 with x » 0«36l. 
8» (3) Mn(III) at x 1/2 0} x 1/2 0| 1/2 xO} 1/2 xOj 
with X * 0.277. 
The observed and calculated structure factors are given in 
Table 711. The correlation factor, R, was found to be 
0.10. 
3^ 
fable VII. Calculated and Observed Structure Factors 
for ThJ&iia 
F calcd* F obsd« F oalcdi F obsd« 
(000) (+ 780) 
(200) + 66 (M-
(%00) + ^ •09 352 
(600) + 120 129 
(800) + 322 32k 
(10*0»0) + 70 83 
(12»0*0) + 187 193 
(XIO) + 80 
(310) + 158 
(510) + 170 181 
(710) k 0 
(910) + 120 107 
(ii'1'0) 4 73 88 
(220) + 133 117 (^20) 80 n (620) 4- 163 173 
(820) + 9 0 
(10* 2*0) 101 KJk 
(330) + 189 191 
(530) + 206 2(U 
(730) 
(930) 
+ 39 0 
+ 151 138 
(11»3'0) 4- 100 IC^ 
(MfO) + 222 211 
(6J4.O) + 5 0 
(BhO) + 216 219 
(10»^-0) 
- 12 0 
(550) 218 192 
(750) 66 51 
(950) + 171 170 
(11'5*0) + 120 98 
(660) 18^ > 1^ 3 
(860) + 5^ 0 
(10'6*0) + 130 1^ 7 
(770) - 52 0 
(880) + 225 286 
0
0
0
 
+ 291 
+ 399 
+ 162 
29^  
331 
153 
(101) 
(103) 
(105) 
+ 88 
+ 77 
+ 65 
96 
0 
0 
(202) 
(2(h) 
(206) 
+ 339 
+ 56 
+ 191 
3^ 0 
0 
176 
(301) 
(303) 
(305) 
+ 2k7 
^ 1^ 
+ 151 
278 
168 
112 
(lf02) 
(^ •O'f) 
(lf06) 
+ 117 
•f 272 
4- 81 
106 
273 
0 
0
0
0
 
+ 103 
4. 90 
+ 77 
95 
0 
86 
(602) 
(60lf) 
+ 310 
+ 97 
296 
79 0
0
0
 
+ 102 
+ 83 
129 
77 
89 
00
00 
+ 139 
267 
lk7 
301 
35 
Table VII# Continued. 
^calcd* ^obsd. * calcd. ^obsd. 
(901) + 58 G (10.0.2) + 216 270 
(903) + 55 83 
(11»0*1) + 152 196 
Discus sicaa 
In TliMnia each thorium atom is surrounded by 20 manga* 
nese atoms, 12 at 3«15 A, and eight at a somewhat larger 
distance, 3*33 i (Figure ?)• By Harker's rule C17> a co­
ordination number of 16.8 is predicted, and the higher co­
ordination probably results from the larger distances to 
eight of the atces. A complete table of interatomic dis­
tances is given in Table VIII» 
There is considerable similarity in the structure of 
Th^Mnaj and ThMhj.2» ^ both cases body-centered cubes of 
manganese atcaas, though scmiewhat distorted in ThJfni.a» tie 
thorium atcans together* In Th^Hhaj each such cube has a 
thorium at cm attached to each face, while in ThMnj,a only 
two opposite faces are bound to thorium* 
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Figure 7. Packing of manganese atoms about thorium in 
ThMnj^2» thorivun atom, large dotted circle; 
manganeseCI), small unshaded circles; 
manganese (11), small half-shaded circles; 
manganeseCIII), small shaded circles. 
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fabla VIII* Interatcanic Distances in fhMni.2 
fh k- Mn 3*15 1 
8 Mn 3.15 i 
8 Hn 3*33 1 
Mud) k i&k 2.53 A 
k Hn 2.70 S 
2 Th 3-33 i 
2 m. 2*^8 li 
Bto(II) k Mn 2.70 A 
2 Hn 2*76 A 
2 m 
O 
2.73 A 
h Mn 3*02 A 
1 Th 3.15 A 
1 Hn 2.1f2 A 
Hn(III) 2 fh 3.15 A 
^ Mn 2.53 A 
2 Mn 2*76 1 
2 Mn 2,73 A 
2 Hn 2.73 A 
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THE THORnm-IROH SYSTEM 
Introduction 
The initial investigation of the thorim-iron system 
was by means of X-ray powder data# The powder diagrams, 
however, were not easily interpretahle due to a fogged 
haokground on the film caused by X-ray fluorscence of the 
sample* This diffuse scattering is strongest "v^en the 
wave-length of the absorption edge of the irradiated ele­
ment is slightly longer than the wave-length of the irradi­
ating beam. The wave-length of the absorption edge of iron 
is not much longer than that of copper Ko, and consequently, 
iron-containing compounds fluorsce strongly in copper Ktt 
radiation* 
Alloys with compositions ranging from 0 to 100 atomic 
per cent iron were examined. All the samples were anal­
yzed chemically within an accuracy of a few per cent or 
better to Aside from the el««aents th^selves, the powder 
diagrams Indicated the presence of four other phases with 
compositions of roughly 33, 70, 80, and 90 atomic per cent 
iron. The samples did not appear to be homogeneousi* 
Fortunately, single crystals of the four cotapounds existing 
in these regions were obtained# 
The structure of ThyFej has been previously determined 
by Baenziger (2). There were not enough single crystals 
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of th« other three compounds to perform a direct chemical 
analysis or to run a density determination on material 
known to be strictly a single phase, The formulas repre­
senting the compounds ThFejy ThFey, and Th2Fei7 are based 
upon the rough chemical compositions! atomic volumes and 
space group considerations. 
Structure of Th^Fej 
The compound, Th7Fe3, as determined by Baenziger (2), 
belongs to space group - C6mc with lattice constants 
Q O 
So 9*85 A and ** 6*15 A. The atomic positions are as 
follows t 
2 Th(I) at 1/3 2/3 £| 2/3 1/3 1/2 + z with z « 0.06. 
6 Th(XI) at X 2x z| 2x x z| x x z| x x 1/2} x ^  1/2 •¥ z| 
2x x 1/2 + z with X « 0,126 and z « 0,250. 
6 Th(III) at same positions with x » 0.5^ and z » 0,03, 
6 P® at same positions with x « 0.815 and z « 0.31. 
Structure of ThFe^ 
Single crystals of this compound were foimd in an alloy 
of approximately 50 atomic per cent iron. Single crystal 
data were obtained with a Buerger precession camera,/a« 30®, 
magnification factor of 6.00, and a voltage and current 
ho 
regulated General Ilectric XRD-3 unit using Mo Ka radiation 
o 
( X«0.7107 A). 3>ata were also obtained with a Weissenberg 
camera of 5*75 centimeters diameter and Cu Ka radiaticm 
(A * 1« 5^18 A)• The crystal was foimd to be hexagonal with 
jl© « 5.22 1 and So » I» 
The X-ray data showed some unexplainable absences* 
The rotation diagram about the Z21.^ direction Indicated 
the absence of a center of symmetry, in other words| in­
tensity (hkJ?) / intensity (h£I), except for the zero and 
third layer lines* This was an apparent contradiction of 
Friedel*8 Law Cl9)f the conditicai that • Since 
the frequency of the incident radiaticai| Cu Ka, is very 
nearly equal to the critical absorption frequency of ironj 
we might expect such an effect* Howeverf the precession 
(HO*Xi) data, obtained with Mo Kft radiation, also indicated 
the absence of a center of symmetry except for H » 3n* 
Thus, it is not possible to explain coEpletely these ancana-
loius effects at this time* 
Precession about jg© indicated an apparent C6j? symmetry 
in all levels* The Laue symmetry is thus follow­
ing syst<^atic extinctions were noted i 
none. 
(HK*0) except for H - K » 3n* 
(HH»L) except for L « 3n 
The possible space groups are - (6/mmm, * C62, 
- C€<i2ff - C6i^2| c|y - C6mm, or Dj|j - clim2« 
^•1 
Composition of the phase 
She powder data seemed to indicate a ccanpoimd sorae-
where within the region 70 - 81 atcmic per cent iron. Due 
to the systematic extinctions > it was assumed that the atcaas 
were present in multiples of three# The compositions were 
then calculated, using the method of atcsnic volumes, on the 
basis of 6, 9, and 12 thorim atoms present in the imit 
cell, Using a unit cell volme of $89»0 A-*, a thorium 
atomic volume of 32•8 1^, and an iron atomic volume of 
11»3 A3, we find for 
6 Th atoms, 3^,7 Fe atoms (roughly Tl^e^), 
9 Th atoms, 26*0 Pe atoms (roughly fhFej), 
12 Th atoms, 17»3 Pe atoms (roughly ThaPej)# 
The compositions corresponding to 6 and 12 thorium atoms 
per unit cell appear to be highly improbable# It was 
therefore assumed that the fox^ula representing this phase 
should be !fhF 3. 
|)iSCUS8,|g|| 
Because there was no ready interpretation of the ap­
parent inccaasistency of the data, that is, the absence of a 
center of symmetry in the X-ray data, no thorough structural 
detea^mination was attempted# However, due to the syst«natic 
extinctions one can postulate certain relationships between 
the X, y, and z parameters of the a.tcma within the unit 
cell. The systematic extinctions in the (HH*L) data, with 
L » 3n, indicate that for every at<an in the unit cell there 
are two of the same species separated from it by one third 
and two thirds of the 50 axis. The (HK*0) data with H - K 
« 3n are very similar to the corresponding ThGoa.j data and 
indicate that the atoms are related by rhombohedral symmetry 
in the X and y parameters* 
1 1 ^ 5  1  
Space groups D4^| D^, and can be eliminated 
as possibilities since they place the thorium at(^s too 
close together by requiring two or more of them to lie in 
the same plane perpendicular to the jgo axis. The crystal 
must therefore belong to space group - C6m2. 
Structure of ThFey 
Single crystals of this cranpound were obtained frcan an 
inhomogeneous sample containing approximately 67 atomic per 
cent iron. Single crystal data were obtained with a Buerger 
precession camera, /M.« 30®, magnification factor of 6.00, 
and a voltage and current regulated General Electric XRD-3 
unit using Mo Ka radiation (A * 0.7107 1). 
The ccanpound appeared to be isomorphous with CaZnj. 
o 
It has an hexagonal unit cell with " 5«13 A and 
o 
Co « M-.02 km The atcanie positions in space group 
•»C6mim are as follows! 
^3 
1 Th at 000, 
2 P«(I) at 1/3 2/3 0} 2/3 1/3 0. 
3 F®(II) at 1/2 1/2 Oj 1/2 0 1/2f 1/2 1/2 1/2. 
A stanmary of interatomic distances is listed in Table IX. 
Table IX. Interatcanic Distances in Tl^ey 
Th 6 Fe 2.96 A 
12 Fe 3.27 A 
Fed) 3 Th 2.96 A 
6 Fe 2.50 A 
Fe(II) k Th 3.27 A 
Fe 2,57 A 
k Fe 2.50 1 
Structure of ThgPei^ 
Single crystals of this compound wer® found in an allay 
of approximately 90 atomic per cent iron* Single crystal 
data were obtained with a Buerger precession camera,/^® 3O®, 
magnification of 6.00, suid a voltage and current regulated 
General Blectric XRI>-3 unit using Mo Ka radiation 
(A » 0.7107 A). The crystal was found to be monoclinic 
with ^ 0 « 9.68 1, J^o =« 8.56 A, jgo * 6.^ 1| aM p * 99® 20*. 
Mf 
Freeession about gave nets of C2i symmetTy in all 
levels# Because there was no evidence of the existence of 
a three-fold axis, the Laue symmetry, was not con­
sidered possible. Therefore, the Laue synaaetry for this 
crystal is The only systeBamatic extinctions noted 
were for (hki) data with h + k « 2n + 1» The allowed 
3 3 3 
space groups are - C2/m, Cs - Cm, Cj - c2* 
The powder data indicated a single phase at approxi-
mtely 90 atomic per cent iron. This is roughly substanti­
ated if we use the method of atcasic volumes to determine 
the composition. In any allowed space groups, the number 
of atoms present in the unit cell must be multiples of two. 
o 3 
tJsing a unit cell volume of 528.2 A , a thoritM atomic vol-
vme of 32.8 V and an iron atomic voltane of 11.3 A^, we 
find for 
2 Th atoms, ^ 1 Fe at cans (roughly ThFe2o)f 
Th atoms, 35 Fe atoms (roughly ThFe^), 
6 Th atoms, 30 Fe atoms (roughly ThFey). 
The compositions corresponding to two and six thorium at<xns 
per imit cell appear to be highly improbable. The actual 
composition, ThaFeiy, is based upon space group consider­
ations and the similarity between this compound and the 
corresponding thorium-manganese and thorium-nickel ccsmpoimds, 
k5 
fWNta.1.2 and ThaNiiy# A more ccMEplete discussion of the 
similarity between these compounds will be found in the 
final discussion section. 
Postulated structure 
It was tentatively assumed that the crystal belonged 
3 
to the space group Ca^ - Ca/m. The allowed positions in 
- c2/m are as follows! 
(add 000| 1/2 1/2 0) 
2i (a) 000. (b) 0 1/2 0. (c) 00 1/2. (d) 0 1/2 1/2. 
Ce) lA lA Of lA 3A 0.(f) lA lA 1/21 lA 3A 1/2. 
(g) OyOf C^O. (h) Oy 1/2} 0y 1/2. 
(i) xOz| xOz. 
8i (d) xyz$ xyzf xyz} xyz. 
A two-dimensional Patterson function, P(xz), (Figure 8) 
was plotted# It did not seem possible to interpret the 
Patterson functicm by placing the four thorinn atoais into 
two two«fold sets* The only apparent alternative was to 
place them in set Mi) with x .167 and z 0.333, 
The Patterson projection indicated that the thorium 
atoms were surrounded by hexagons of iron atoms. This sug­
gested that there might be so^ie relationship between this 
structure and Thfej. This relation is made more obvious by 
selecting a differentf though largerf monoclinic unit cell 
with ^ 0 * 1^.86 A| » 8.56 A, « 12.^7 A, and « 90®. 
k6 
In this cas0, jiio(Th2Fei.7) -»=' 3 ^ o(^WP®5)f 
^ \/5 jBe(IhPe5) and jjoCThaPaiy) <='= 3 jBo(ThFe5)« 
Th® arrangement of the atoms in the ThFey lattice 
perpendicular to the direction is shovn in Figure 9« 
Knowing the relation between the original axes selected» 
So and ^01 and those from the larger unit cell, £01 
we can select a unit cell from Figure 9 which corresponds 
to the smaller cell* It is then apparent that the four 
thorium atoms within this unit cell correspond to the four-
fold setI ^(1)9 originally selected* If we replace the two 
thorium atoms along the sides of the unit cell by four iron 
atoms, we will have a crystal composition of ThaFei^, and 
if we replace than by six iron atoms, we will obtain a com­
position of ThFe9« The number and manner of substitution 
is still uncertain and will require a thorough structural 
determination. However, from our knowledge of ThMnia 
and ThaNi^y structures, we find that usually two atoms of 
the transition element replace one of the thorium atoms* 
On this basis, we ascribe to this phase the formula ThaFei? 
and postulate the following atomic positions in space group 
Cah - Ca/ml 
Sh in set Mi) with x « 0.167 and 2 « O.333. 
8 Fed) in set 8(j) with x « 0*l67f y « O.36O and 
35 n 0.333* 
if7a 
/ 
0 
/ 
Figure 8. Patterson projection of Th2Fei7 onto (010). 
I 
^7b 
Figure 9. Projection of.ThFe5 lattice perpendicular to 
^1*^ direction and of ThjFe^y lattice onto 
TOIO) plane} double solid line, smallest pos­
sible monoclinic Th2Fei7 unit cellj thorium 
atoms with y=0, large solid circlesj thorium 
atoms with y=l/2, large dotted circles; iron 
atoms with y parameters enclosed, small circles. 
•^8 
8 F©(II) 
k Fe(III) 
k Fe(IV) 
k F®(V) 
k Fe(VI) 
2 Fe(VII) 
in set 8(J) with x « 
z « 
in set M-Cg) with y « 
in set Me). 
in set ^(i) with x * 
in set Mi) with x « 
in set 2(d)* 
0,ifl7, y « 0.250 and 
0.333* 
O.lifO. 
0.167 and z » 0.333. 
0.^-16 and z « O.lM-?. 
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THE THORIXJM-COmia: SYST©4 
Introduction 
The thorlwm-cobalt system was initially studied by 
X-ray powder data alone. Binary alloys with compositions 
ranging from 0 to 100 atomic per cent cobalt were prepared 
and chemically analyzed for thoritaa and cobalt present. 
Five compoiands with ccmipositions roughly 33 , 50, 70, 831 
and 90 atomic per cent cobalt were found stable at roo© 
temperature# 
fhe ccaapound, ThyCoj, has been previously shown by 
Baenziger <2) to be iscanorphous with fh^Fe^# A powder 
sample prepared from an alloy of approximately 83 ataetic 
per cent cobalt indicated the presence of a compoiand, fhCo$, 
isoffiorphous with CaZn5« Single crystals of the three other 
compoimds, fhCo, ThCoj.j and ThjCoi^, were found in alloys 
corresponding roughly to their compositions# The compound, 
fhaCoi^i was iscniori^ous with fhgFei?# The only new 
structural types were those for ThCo and ThGoa.j* However, 
there did appear to be some similarity between ThFej and 
ThC02.|, though the compounds are obviously not isi^jorphous# 
The usual difficulty of not having enough single cry­
stals or a strictly one phase bulk alloy prevented direct 
ch^ical analyses or density determinations for these coii-
pounds. The compositions, therefore, are based upon the 
50 
method of atomic volumes, powder data and the close relation­
ship of this syst«D to the thorium-iron system. 
Structure of Th7Co3 
The compound, ThTCoj, was found by Baensiger (2) to be 
isc^orphous with Th7Fe|« It has an hexagonal unit cell 
with jie " 9.83 1 and jg© «• 6,17 S* The atomic positions in 
space group are the same as in Th^Fej* 
Structure of ThCo 
Uni^ ^ §11 sypMP 
Powder data indicated a compound in the region of 50 
atomic per cent cobalt and single crystals of the compound 
were found in an alloy of about this composition* Single 
crystal data were obtained with a Buerger precession 
camera, 25®f magnification factor « 6«00, and a voltage 
and current regulated General Electric XRD-3 using 
o 
Mo Kfl radiation (A « 0,7107 A)# The crystal was found to 
o o o 
be orthorhombic with j,© » 3,'^A, * 10,88 A and jg© ''^•16 A, 
The multiple film technique of Robertson (6) was used 
to obtain zero and first level Weissenberg diagrams for 
rotation about £©• Cu Ka radiation (A *» 1,^18 A) and a 
camera of 5*73 centimeters diameter were employed. 
Precession about jj© and jg© and rotation about £© gave 
nets of C2j sytometry in all levels. The Laue symmetry is, 
n 
therefore, Djjj. The following extinctions were notedi 
(hki) with h + k » 2n + 1. 
(hOi) with h « 2n + 1 and 2n + 1. 
i7 
The only possible space groups are - Cmcm and 
12 
"• CHIC# 
GoEBPosltlon of the Phase 
There were not enough single crystals to perform a 
ch^ical analysis or density determination* The compo­
sition of 50 atomic per cent cobalt was indicated by the 
powder data. The number of molecules per unit cell, four, 
Is obtained by the method of atomic volimes, assuming a 
thoriUE atomic volume of 32#8 1^, a cobalt atomic volume 
o3 ^ o3 
of 11# 1 A , and a unit cell vol\ane of 169»3 A • Since 
12 
only four-fold sets are allowed by the space groups, 
1 ?  
and Dajj, any other composition Is highly Improbable. 
The only atomic positions possible are the followingi 
cll - Caci (add OOOi, 1/2 1/2 0) 
M-Ca) Oyz} oy 1/2 + z* 
- Cmcmi (add OOOf 1/2 1/2 0) 
H&) 000| 00 1/2. 
'f(b) 0 1/2 0| 0 1/2 l/2» 
^c) Oy lAf 3A» 
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17 
Sets ^ (a) and hih) of are not possibl« as th« jg© axis, 
^•»16 A, is too small to accomodat# either two thorim 
o o 
C7«20 A for coordination nnmber 12) or two cobalt (5*0Q A 
for coordination number 12) atoms Cl3)» 
Since the niHsber of parameters involved were few, at 
the most two f and two z parameters, a one*dimen3ional 
Patterson function, P(y), was plotted* See Figure 10» 
The major peak at y * lA, assumed to be a thoriuaa-thorliaDi 
interaction, indicated that the thorium y parameter was 
roughly 1/8 or 3/8» As both possibilities are equivalent 
in the allowed space groups, the value of 1/8 was selected* 
The signs of the structure factors for the (OkO) data were 
then determined and a one-dimensional electron density map, 
/'(y) was made* See Figure 11, The only peak to show up 
was the thorium atom at yjjj =» 0,132* We can, without loss 
of generality, put zjjj « 1/^ since the only effect of the 
thorim z parameter is to shift the origin up the j|o axis. 
In order to locate the cobalt atcHus, a two-dimensional 
Patterson function, P(Oy), was plotted* As there could be 
a 17 
no X parameter in either Cjv or Daj^, only the section at 
X * 0 was calculated and suTjsequently plotted* See Figure 
12* two independent peaks appeared, one at y « 0,272 and 
the other at y « 0,M-55» The latter peak is no doubt due 
to a thorim-cobalt interaction* Biiowing the thorium y 
parameter to be roughly 0,136, as indicated by P(Oy), there 
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p{«j) 
o 
Figure 10. Patterson projection of ThCo onto bo axis. 
/o(^) 
o 
Figure 11. Electron-density projection of ThCo onto 
bo axis. 
5k 
are two ways of Interpreting the peak at y « 0*^55> either 
yco * ^^Co " 3?he foriner is not possible as 
it would place the atoms too close together no matter what 
the value of Zqq may be* In order to obtain reasonable 
interatomic distances for the latter case, y^^ « O.^+IO, we 
must let ^Co ® both z paraBjeters are roughly 1/^f 
it appears that the crystal must belong to space group Dgji# 
Hefinement of parameters 
Using the rough parameter values obtained frcHH the 
Patterson functioni P(Oy), y^jj « 0*136, and yQ^ * 0,^-10, 
the signs of the structure factors for the (hkO) data were 
determined and a two-dimensional electron density plot, 
/o(0y), was made* See Figure I3. The values of the y pa­
rameters were found to be O.I36 for thorium and 0*ifl8 for 
cobalt* A correction for non-termination of series error 
was made using calculated structure factors* The resulting 
17 
atomic positions for ThCo in space group arei 
if Th at Oy lAj Oy 3A| 1/2 1/2 + y 1A| 
1/2 1/2 - y 3A with y « 0,136. 
M3o at same positions with y » 0*'+l6# 
The value of R, correlation factor, for the (hkO) and 
(hkl) data is 0*lif. These data were corrected for absorp­
tion and temperature errors by methods similar to those ap­
plied to the Th^Mnaj data* See Table X for a comparison 
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0 
Figure 12. Section with x=0 of Patterson projection of 
ThCo onto (001). 
I 
O 
b- o  I 
Figure 13. Section with x=0 of electron-density projection 
of ThCo onto (00). 
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of observed and calculated structure factors. A suffiaary 
of interatomic distances is listed in Table XI* Ibe ar-
rangesii^t of the atoois in the unit cell are shovm in 
Figure l^f. 
fable X# Calculated and Observed Structure Factors 
for fhCo. 
^calcd. ^obsd# ^calcd. ^obsd« 
(020) 4 9 0 ( 021) • 231 20N-
(0»f0) - 316 296 (Ol^l) 4 m 190 
(060) 4 39 (061) 4 2lk 233 
(oao) 4 158 173 (081) - 171 205 
(©•10»0) - 12% 112 (o-ioa) - 201 207 
(©•12»0) - 88 10*f (0'12*1) - lk2 170 
(110) 4 127 166 (111) - 26% 186 
(130) - 25% 205 (131) - 230 177 
(150) - 59 5% (191) + 202 200 
(170) 4 289 225 (171) 4 101 112 
(190) 4 51 26 (191) - 157 187 
(1*11*0) - 228 230 (1*11*1) - 16 20 
(1*13-1) - 158 152 
(200) 4 339 278 
;220) 4 2 0 (221) - 195 168 
2%0) • 265 222 (2%1) 4 119 89 
260) 4 36 30 (261) • 207 I63 
(280) 4 1%2 128 (281) • 15% 13% 
(2*10*0) • 116 113 (2*10*1) « 186 iBi 
(2 12 0) - 85 92 (2*12*1) 4 13% 1%% 
(310) 4 98 113 (311) • 192 188 
(330) • 177 190 (331) - 170 1%2 
(350) - 50 60 (351) + 162 133 
(370) 4 236 200 (371) 4 83 75 (390) 4 %% 2% (391) - 1%1 159 
(%00) 4 2%2 212 (%21) - 150 177 
(%20) - 1 16 (%%1) 4 88 68 
(MfO) - 200 193 (%61) + 165 162 
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fable XI» Interatomic Distances in ThCo* 
fh 6 Th 3*62 i 
2 Th 3.7»f 1 
k Co 2.S6 A 
3 Co 3.0»f A 
Co k Th 2.86 A 
3 Th 3.0»f A 
2 Co 2.77 A 
Structure of JhCoa-j 
Pnit cell and space group 
Single crystals of this compound were found in an al­
loy of approximately 67 atomic per cent cobalt. Single 
crystal data were obtained with a Buerger precession camera* 
A* 25®» and a magnification factor of 6«00» Both Cu Ka 
O 
radiation (A » 1.5^18 A) from a Philips diffraction unit and 
Mo Kb radiation (A » 0#7107 I) from a voltage and cturrent 
regulated General Electric XKD-3 unit were used. 
Using Mo Ka radiation, the crystal appeared to be hex­
agonal with jgQ w 5*03 A and jg© " 2^.^ X* Precession 
about gave nets of C6j^ symmetry in all levels. The laue 
symmetry is thus 04^^. the following systematic extinctions 
58 
o O 
o 
Figure 1^+. ThCo atomic positions projected onto (001) 
plane J thorium and cobalt atoms with z=lA, 
corresponding large and small shaded circlesj 
thorium and cobalt atoms with z=3A, corre­
sponding large and small unshaded circles. 
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were notedi 
(HK*L) none. 
(HK*0) except for H - K « 3n, 
(HH'L) with L « 2n + 1. 
h h 
The possible space groups are - Cb/rac, - Come, or 
% — 
Djjj "• Co2e* 
HoweverI as the higher (HH»L) layer line data were not 
well resolved f radiation of longer wave length Cvt Ka, was 
then used* The reflections on the higher layer lines that 
appeared to be single reflections were now obviously several 
closely spaced spots* The spots, though distinguishable, 
were too close together to deteimine the exact multiplicity 
of the (00*L) data* The true jj© axis is roughly eight or 
nine times the previously chosen value of 2^•.5^ A* The 
structure thus appears to have a very large superlattice 
O o 
with a pseudo cell, " 5*03 A and j© » A* 
The powder data indicated a coeipound soaewhere in the 
range 67 to 75 at<MBic per cent cobalt* As the true cell is 
very large, it is practically impossible to use the method 
of atomic volumes to get a better estimate of the ccn&po* 
sition of this phase* Hot enough single crystals were avail­
able for chemical analysis or density detewiinations. One 
possible recourse is to make a thorough study of the thermal 
60 
and microscopic properties of the alloys in this rang© of 
composition# This problem is being submitted for further 
study to the metallurgical section of the Ames Laboratory 
at Iowa State College. 
Some clue as to the possible arrangement of the atoms 
in the unit cell may be obtained from the systematic ex* 
tinctions noted in the CHK*0> datay that is, those re* 
flections missing except for H-K « 3n. These can be ex­
plained by placing atoms in positions with the x and y 
parameters having rh<MJibohedral symmetry. This would re­
quire at(^s of any one specie to be present in scmie multi­
ple of three. 
03 
Taking a unit cell volume of 5^.5 A , a thorium atcaalc 
volume of 32*8 A^, and a cobalt atomic voltme of 11.1 
we find for 
6 Th atoms, 31,5 Co atoms (roughly ThCo^), 
9 Th atoms, 22,6 Co atoms (roughly Th2Co5), 
12 Th atoms, 13,8 Co atoms (roughly ThCo), 
The compositions corresponding to six and twelve thoriiao 
atoms per unit cell seem highly improbable as we have al­
ready identified phases corresponding to those compounds, 
ThCo and ThCoj, which are completely different tr<m this 
unknown phase, A phase having the ccmposition, ThjCo?, 
appears to be the only altermtive. However, this formula 
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composition is inctanpatlbl® with the allowed space gro\ips 
for the superlattice structure which all require an even 
number of atoms in the unit cell* It is thus not presently 
possible to ascertain are the correct composition and 
structure for this :]^ase» 
Structure of ThCoj 
Powder diagrams, using a Debye-Scherrer camera and 
Cu Kfi radiation (A 1»5^18 S)| of an alloy containing ap­
proximately 83 per cent cobalt show this compound to be iso-
mori^ous to CaZnj[» The ccH&pound, !l(?hCojj crystallizes in an 
hejsagoml lattice with jio " 5»01 A. and jg© " 3*97 A* The 
atomic positions in space group - Q$/mm are as follows i 
1 Th at 000, 
2 GoCI) at 1/3 2/3 0| 2/3 1/3 0# 
3 Co(II) at 1/2 1/2 Of 1/2 0 1/2| 1/2 1/2 1/2. 
a siJBimary of interatcMcic distances Is listed in Table XII, 
Table Xll* Interatomic Distances in ThCo^ 
Th 6 Co 2.89 I Co(II) h Th 3.21 1 
12 Co 3.21 i k Co 2,51 A 
Cod) 3 Th 2.89 I if Co 2.J4-6 A 
6 Co 2»k6 A 
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Structure of Th2Coi7 
This ecHspound was found to be isomorphous vith Th2Fei7« 
O O 
It has a monoclinic unit cell with jt© « 9«62 A, jfe© « A, 
So • 6.32 and B » 99® 6'. Th® probable atomic positions 
3 
in space group • c2/m are the same as for ThaFeiy. 
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THE THOHUJM-NICKBL SYSTEM 
Introduction 
Th® thorium-nickel systoo was initially studied by 
X«ray powder data alone. Binary alloys with compositions 
ranging from 50 to 96 atomic per cent nickel were prepared 
and chemically analyzed for thorim and nickel# Five CCSD-
pounds with compositions roughly 33, 50, 67, 83 and 90 
atomic per cent nickel were found stable at ro<m tempera­
ture. With the aid of single crystal data, the formulas 
representing these idmses were ascertained to be fh^Ni^, 
ThBi, fhNia, fhlfi, and Thgliiiy. 
Prior to this X-ray study, there had been reported in 
the literature thermal and microseopio investigations of 
the thoritsB-nickel system by Horn and Bassenaan (20)* 
fheir results indicated the existence of five cosspounds, 
ThjM, ThHi, Thjlij, ThNi, and ThNl,. There thus appears 
to be fair3y good agreement between the thermal and micro­
scopic investigations and the X-ray studies. The dis­
crepancies appear to lie within the limits of accuracy of 
the metallurgical data, but also may be partially due to 
vacancies occurring in the ideal lattice. 
The structure of Th^Kij has been shown by Baenziger 
(2) to be isotmori^ous with Th7Fe|. The compound, ThKi^, 
6^ 
was fomd to be Isomorphous with C&Zrif and tbHia crystal­
lized with the well known AlBj type structure, fhe only 
new structwal types were those for fWii and fhaSijiy# 
HoweverI there did appear to be some similarity between 
fhaHii^ and ThUiji and this will be discussed more fully 
in the final discussion section* 
The Structure of thjiNii 
!Phe compoundi Th^Nij, was found by Baenziger (2) to 
be iscHnorphous with Th^Fej, It has an heasagonal unit ceH 
with ® 9.86 1 and £0 « 6*23 !• The atomic positions in 
¥ 
space group are the same as in ThyFej. 
The Structure of ThNi 
kvmv 
The powder data indicated a complex phase in the regicn 
of 50 atcffliic per cent nickel. Single crystals of this com­
pound were obtained frcaa an alloy containing approximately 
H>0 atomic per cent nickel* 
Single crystal data were obtained with a Buerger pre­
cession camerat m « 25®f a magnification factor of 6.00, 
and a voltage and current regulated General Electric XRD-3 
unit using Mo Kft radiation (A» 0*7107 !)• The crystal 
,  , 0  
was found to be orthorhcMobic with » In-. 15 ± • w A, 
• ^.31 + *02 a and jg© « 5»73 + #02 A. 
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Precession about both jSe and. jg® gave nets of G2 X sym­
metry in all levels. Inspection of the lattice constants 
indicates that the axis cannot have synmetry greater 
than two-fold# If Jfe© had four-fold syjEaaetry about itself, 
then and would have to be equal, and if had either 
three or six-fold symmetry, then the ratio of the lattice 
constants, to <|e, would be 1 to 1»73« Therefore, the 
Laue symmetry Is The following systematic absences 
were notedt 
(hkO none. 
(hko) except for h » ^n* 
<oki) with k + i » 2n 4 1. 
9 
fhe space group is, consequently, either « Fnaa or 
a 
eajj - Pnoa. 
The following positions are possible in space groups 
Gav and Dgh* 
9 
• Pn2a 
M-Ca) xy»| * 1/2+y 1/2-x 1/2+y l/24-2| 
1/24X y 1/2-z. 
Dgjj - Pnaia 
kU) 000| 0 1/2 0| 1/2 0 1/2| 1/2 1/2 1/2# 
(b) 00 1/2# 0 1/2 1/2| 1/2 OOf 1/2 1/2 0. 
(c) X lA z| X 3/^ if 1/2-x 3A 1/2+zj 
1/2+x lA 1/2-z. 
8(d) xyz# 1/2+x 1/2-y 1/2-zj x 1/2+y "ij 
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1/2-x y 1/2+zf xyzf 1/2-x 1/2+y l/2+2| 
X 1/2-y z$ 1/2+x y 1/2-z. 
Composition of the idiasc 
The composition and the niamber of molecules per unit 
cell was based essentially upon the powder datai atomie 
volumes and space group considerations* Using a unit cell 
volume of 3^^9.5 A^# a thorium atcanlc volume of 32»7 and 
o| 
a nickel atomic volume of 10«9 A , the number of molecules 
of ThNi per unit cell was found to be eight. This is in 
agreement with the positions allowed by the space groups 
9 16 
CaY and as one contains only four-fold atcfflaic positions 
and the other both four and eight-fold sets. Any other 
possible ccisposltlon, involving either four or twelve thori­
um atoms per unit cell, se^s very unlikely as the tmit cell 
is not large enough to accomodate twelve thorium atoms and 
with four thorium atoms the method of atcanlc volumes would 
lead to a exposition TMl^* 
We can eliminate the space group, c'y- Pn2a, by in­
spection of the Patterson function, P(3ty), See Figure 15« 
All of the peaks of PCxy) lay on the lines y « 0 and 
y » 1/2, thus indicating that there are no appreciable 
general y parameters# The only values that y may have 
67 
are 0 and 1/2 or lA and 3A, If y » lA or 3A, then the 
set hi&) of Cgy is equivalent to M-Cc) of Dah» ^ 
sider two four-fold sets in Ca^ with both y values equal to 
zero or 1/2, this except for a shift in the origin of the 
unit cell, beccmes equivalent to two sets of atoms in the 
M-(c) positions of space group Dah* only other possi-
9 
bility in Cay is to have one four-fold set with y =« 0 and 
another with y « 1/2* As the (hkO) data are absent except 
for h » H-n, we know that for every atcaa, at x^, y^, Zj., we 
ffiust have an equivalent one, at lA + Zi» 72$ Za* 2!here-
fore, this last possibility would require on P(xy) a peak 
at (lA 1/2) equivalent to that at (00)# However, this 
equivalent peak occurs at (lA 0) and we can th\is elimi­
nate space group cjy • further consideration# 
16 
In space group Dajj, we can eliminate set 8(d). This 
involves a general y parameter which we have already shown 
to be either 0, 1/^, 1/2 or 3A. For y equal to lA or 
3A, this reduces to set Me) of the same space group. We 
cannot have y equal to either 0 or 1/2 as this would place 
O 
the thoriuffi or nickel atoms 2.16 A apart# Using Pauling's 
radii (13) with coordination number twelve, this distance 
should be 3.60 1 for thorium and 2,50 A for nickel# We 
can likewise eliminate sets lf(a) and ^•(b) because of the 
very close interatomic distances* We therefore see that 
the eight thorium and eight nickel atoms must be placed in 
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o • a a a 
Figiire 15# Patterson projection of ThNl onto (001), 
p (-v. Ki) 
Figure 16. Section, with y=lA, of electron-density 
projection of ThNi onto (001)» 
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four foiir-fold sots of the type ^-Cc) in space group 
An inspection of the Patterson function, P(xy), sug­
gests as possible parameters, " 5*V60, 
" 20«^/60, ^ ifi^ J" l6«0/60 and * 3^*®/60» A 
comparison of observed and calculated peak heights agrees 
very well and accounts for all observed peaks on the 
Patterson function, P(3cy)» 
The Patterson function, P(yz), Figure 17, substanti­
ates the fact that there are no general y parameters in the 
structure* There are only two independent peaks, one at 
(0 1V60) and the other at (0 1/2), not related by the sym­
metry of the space group* It thus appears that the z pa-
remeters of the four sets must be multiples of approxi­
mately 1/3* If we assume both thorium sets to have the 
same z parameter, 8*0/60, we obtain reasonable thorium-
thorium distances in the unit cell and also account for the 
peak at (0 lV60). We can also account for this peak, 
(0 lV60), by assuming that both thorium sets have the z 
parameter, 22/60, or that Ej « 8/60 and zjj « 22/60* How­
ever, we can eliminate both possibilities as the former 
only shifts the origin, whereas the latter would place 
thorium atcans too close together* 
On the basis of P(yz) the possible z parameters for 
the nickel atoms are roughly 5/8 and 7/8* Investigation 
of interatomic distances shows that zjjj * 5/8 and zjy » 7/8 
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lead to reasonable distances* 
Befin^ent of parameters 
fh« approximate atomic positions obtained frm the 
two-dimensional Patterson functions were used to determine 
the signs of the observed structure factors* Sections of 
two-dijDBensional electron density projections, (ity) and 
p (yz), at y « 1/k were plotted. See Figures 16 and 18. 
In order to correct for non-termination of series error, 
similar pro;}ections were siade using calculated structure 
factors for only the observed reflections. As a result of 
this correcti<m, the atoms were placed in the following 
xh 
positions in space group Dajj - Pnmat 
H-(e) X lA zf X 3A i| 1/2-x 3A l/2+2| 
l/a+x lA 1/2-.Z. 
Ih(I) in set H-(c) with x « 0,0^ and z = 0.1^0. 
k fhCII) in set ^c) with x « 0.3Mf and z • O.l^fO. 
h Ifi(III) in set Mc) with x « 0.268 and z « O.63O. 
if Kl(IV) in set ^c) with x » O.5I8 and z * 0,870» 
With these parameters, the correlation factor, B, for 
observed reflections was foimd to be 0.16. There did not 
appear to be any need for absorption or temperature cor­
rections. fhe observed and calculated structure factors 
are given in fable XIII. The various distances between 
atoms are shown in Table XIV, The arrangement of the atcaas 
in the unit cell is shown in Figure 19* 
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Fig\ire 17. Patterson projection of ThNi onto (100) 
Figure 18. Section, with y=l/lf, of electron-density 
projection of ThNi onto (100). 
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table XIII. Calculated and Observed Structure Factors 
for ThHi 
^calcd. ^obsd. ^calcd. ®'obsd; 
(Oil) m 3^ 3 213 
- 720 m (031) + 275 213 
+ 5ao 581 (051) m- 225 2¥i 
» 25^  270 (002) m 12tf 0 
- k92 lf2if (022) + 117 0 
+ 2k^ 159 (0lf2) nm 82 0 
+ 380 366 
• 200 7k (013) > 160 0 
(033) + 138 0 
+ 98 0 (053) «i 121 0 
+ koi 
- 3»f0 281 (00*f) • 578 526 
(02if) + 522 622 
+ 326 if66 (OMf mt W 583 
- hlB hl9 
- 39!^  kl9 (015) 4 316 292 
+ 36^  376 (035) m 293 318 
- ^ 01 kk5 (006) + 230 159 
+ 292 223 (026) - 186 18*f 
(000) (020) 
(C^O) 
(If 00) 
ihlO) 
(^ 20) 
\q) 
hq} 
(800) (810) (830) 
(12t0.Q) 
(12»1*0) 
(12*2»0) 
(12»3.0) 
(16»0«Q) 
(16 1 0) 
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Table XIV* Interatomic Distances In ThNi, 
Th(I) 
Th(II) 
1 Th 3.5^  A Hi(III) 2 fh 2.68 X 
k fh 3.70 A 2 Th 2.91 S 
2 Th 3.78 A 1 Th 3.01 i 
2 fh 3.79 A 1 Th 3.11 A 
1 Hi 3.01 A Hi(IV) 3 Th 2.91 A 
1 Hi 3.11 1 2 Th 2.98 A 
2 Hi 2.91 I 1 Th 3.01 A 
2 Hi 2.98 1 1 Ih 3.11 A 
1 Th 3*9*' I 2 Hi 2.69 A 
h fh 3.70 A 
1 th 3.79 A 
2 Ni 2.68 A 
3 Hi 2.91 1 
1 Hi 3.01 A 
1 Hi 3.11 A 
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Figure 19. ThNi atomic positions projected onto (010) 
plane J thorium and nickel atoms with y=lA, 
corresponding large and small unshaded circlesj 
thoriiam and nickel atoms with y=3A, corres­
ponding large and small shaded circles. 
7k 
fh® Structure of ThNlj 
o 
The ccaapotmd, ThNia, Is hexagonal with jfte ® 3»95 A 
6 
and = 3'83 A# The strueture appears to be of the AlBa 
type with 
1 Th at 000, 
2 Ni at +(1/3 2/3 1/2). 
Multiple film powder data, using a Debye-^cherrer 
camera of radius 5*73 centimeters and CuKa {1#5^18 A) 
radiati<m, were obtained* Intensities calculated on the 
basis of this structure agree reasonably well with the ob» 
served powder data* See Table XV, A sunaaary of inter­
atomic distances is shown in Table XVI* 
fable XV* Calculated and Observed Intensities for ThNij* 
^calcd* ^obsd. ^calcd* ^obsd* 
9 3 (30* 0) 12 10 
6? 55 (30*1) 2 12 
(10-1) 199 100 (11-3) 2 -gf 
(11-0) 79 50 (21*2)  10 35 
(00»2) 22 Ik (20*3> 12 12 
(22*0) 9 5 
(11*1) 8 25 (30'2) 18 12 
(20*0) 10 25 (00*^) 3 „ 
18 25 (22n) 2 f 
 ^ 50 (31'0) 5 la 
(11*2> kk 50 
(21,0) 8 20 C31'l) 26 
C00*3) 6 20 (20*2) 8 
(21*1) hi 50 
(10*3) 18 30 
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fable XVX« InteratcHilo Distances in ThHij* 
Th 12 Ni 2.99 i 
6 Th 3*95 A 
2 Th 3.83 1 
m 6 Th 2.99 A 
3 Ni 2.29 i 
fhe Structure of ThHij 
yfij-i; „ u, .,ml mm m9m 
The previous work by jtoidle (3), using powder data 
alone) indicated a complex phase in the region S0~d3 atoitie 
per cent nickel# Single crystals of this compound were ob­
tained from an alloy containing approximately 80 atomic per 
cent nickel# Single crystal data were obtained with a 
Buerger precession camera) M" 30®» a inagnificatiiai factor 
equal to 5»50) and a Philips X-ray diffraction tmit using 
o, 
Mo Ko radiation (A® 0,7107 A)» The crystal was found to 
o o 
be hexagonal with jg© « H-.97 A and jj© * ^ *01 A. 
Precession about 5© gave nets of C6 symmetry in all 
levels) indicating a D4J1 Laue symmetry. There were no ob­
served systematic extinctions* The possible space groups 
are Djjj - c¥ffi2, - C6ism) % - 062, or 
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m, Ihf 
Th® powder data indicated a range of ctmposition 
fhHi%..5# However, on the basis of atomic voltes the co®* 
position of this phase should be ThHiy and the number of 
molecules per \mit cell should be one« 
On the bases of lattice constants and space group sym­
metry, it seemed highly probable that this eompoiimd, fhHi^i 
was iscsnorphous with CaZn|« Galcxilated intensities« see 
fable miXf based on this stinicttire compare reasonably well 
with the observed (HK*0) and COO*L) data* 
fable Will* Calculated and Observed Intensities for fhSijf* 
T I 
*calcd» obsd* calcd* ^obsd# 
la 6 
3I 
1 
% % f
60 
X 
ko 
253 330 
11 7 
63 ko 
(lO-O) 18 20 (ifl*0) 
(11*0) 99 80 (50*0) 
(20«0) 118 76 (13 •0> 
(21*0) 6 3 C^2*0) 
(30-0) 39 32 ln*0) 
(22*0) 97 Ih COO'l) 
(31*0) if 1 COO-2) 
Cli0*Q) 32 16 (00*3) 
(32*0) k 1 (oo4) 
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fhe atomic positions are as follows! 
1 th at 000. 
2 KiCI) at 1/3 2/3 Oj 2/3 1/3 0. 
3 Hi(II) at 0 1/2 1/2I 1/2 0 1/2| 1/2 1/2 1/2. 
A susmary of interatomic distances are listed in 
Table Xyill. 
fable XVIII. Interatomic Distances in ThHi, 
Th 6 Ni 2.87 A 
12 Ni 3.20 i 
Ki(I) 3 Th 2.87 i 
6 Ni 2.^ -7 A 
Hi(II) h fh 3.20 A 
k Ni 2M A 
h Ni 2.1^ 7 A 
The Structure of ThaNixy 
fhe powder data indicated a complex phase related to 
the fhNij structiare in the regicm of 90 to 92 at€®ic per 
cent nickel. Single crystals of this compouM were ob­
tained frcas an alloy containing approximately 90 atomic 
per cent nickel* 
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Single crystal data were obtained with a Buerger pre­
cession eamerai yW « 25®» a magnification factor of 6»00 
and a voltage and ciirrent regulated General llectric XRD-3 
o 
unit using Mo Ka radiation 0«7107 A)» Meissenberg 
data were also obtained with a Philips X-ray diffraction 
unit using Cu Ka radiation ( X « 1«5^18 1). fhe crystal 
o o 
was found to be hexagonal with jft© * 8.37 A and ij© » S^Ih- A. 
Precession about jj© gave nets of C6H symmetry in all 
levels, indicating a D^ij Laue symmetry# The following sys­
tematic absences were noted! 
(HK'L) none* 
(H0«£») none. 
(HH*!,) with I. « 2n + 1. 
The allowed space groups are therefore 
— C(i&0| and * Cl»2C* 
Composition of the idiase 
There were not enoiigh single crystals to perform a 
direct chemical analysis or a density determination. There-
forei the composition and the number of molecules per unit 
cell were essentially based upon atomic voltanes and si^ce 
group considerations* 
With the above allowed space groups, it is only pos­
sible to have an even number of molecules per unit cell# 
tJsing a unit cell volume of ^ 9^.2 A » a thorit® atomic 
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o3 03 
VQltaa® of 32# 7 A and a nickel atomic voltmae of 10,9 a $ 
v« find for 
2 fh atoms, 39.3 Ni atoms (roughly fhHiao) 
atoms I 33.3 Hi atc»as (roughly ThNi^.j) 
6 Ih atoms, 27.3 atoms (roughly ThNii^.j)# 
Since the expositions corresponding to two and six thoritan 
atoms per unit cell is highly improbable | it was assianed 
that the e<»Gpositioii of this phase is in the range of 
ThHig«9* 
No intensity data were obtained for this phase so that 
it was not possible, by Patterson and electron density pro* 
Sections, to determine the atomic positions directly. How­
ever, the powder and single crystal data show such a close 
relationship to that of ThKij that it is possible to postu­
late a most probable structure for ThaHij^. fhis can be 
done by selecting HcCfhaNiiy) y^^oC^iiKij) and 
2feCThHijf>« This new unit cell comprises approximately 
six of the Th]Sri5 unit cells and without any substitution of 
thoriiaa atcaes by nickel atoaas would Imve the fonaula 
fh^Hijo* 
As we know that there are four thorium atoms per unit 
cell we must replace two of the six thorim atoms by nickel 
atoms# Since the atomic volume of thorium is roughly three 
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tim®8 that of aiok«l, we might expect the thoriim atoms to 
be replaced by six nickel atoms and so obtain the formula 
ThKif« However, on the basis of packing considerations, 
it would be impossible to place three nickel atoms in the 
hole left vacant by the r^oval of thorium# In addition, 
there is a small shrinkage in the lattice constant, mo 
o 
(ThzUiif) » 8»3" A compared to the expected value 
j|eCThNi|) «• 8«60 A» Finally, the previous calculations 
using the method of atcHnic volumes indicate 3^ nickel atoes 
per unit cell so tMt the composition appears to be fhaNi^y 
and not fhHi$* 
In order to maintain the symmetry indicated by the 
h. h 
allowed space groups, * C6/mmo, 
^3h ** remove either the two thorium atoms 
along the jg© or two of the at<Mas in the four-fold po­
sitions. The former is unlikely as it would require four 
nickel atoms to be placed along the jSe axis* fhis axis is 
too short, 8.1^  I, in comparison to the expected value ckC 
9.% A obtained by using Pauling *s (13) values for metallic 
radii. If we remove two thorium atoms ftcm the general 
four-fold set, then we must place the remaining two in a 
special two-fold set. This leads to the following approxi-
h 
mate positions for the atoms of ThgNii^ in space group 
- C6/mQ with two molecules per unit cell* 
2 fh(I) at 00 lA} 00 3A. 
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2 fh(II) at 1/3 2/3 3/^j 2/3 1/3 l/K 
$ Hi(i) at 1/2 OOj 0 1/2 0| 1/2 1/2 Of 1/2 0 l/2f 
0 1/2 1/2f 1/2 1/2 1/2. 
12 Hidl) at xO 1/ki Ox lAf xx lAf xo l/kj 
Ox. lAf Mc l/ii*} xO 3Af Ox 3A} 
XX 3Af xO 3Af cS 3Aj S 3A with 
X « 1/3. 
12 liClII) at X 2x Of ^  X Of 3^0} X 2x Of 2x X Of 
X X Of X 2x l/2f 2x X l/2f X x l/2f 
X 2x 1/2f 2x X l/2f X X 1/2 with x » 1/6# 
k Nl(IV) at 1/3 2/3 af 2/3 1/3 zf 2/3 1/3 l/2+«f 
1/3 2/3 1/2-e with z « Oai, 
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DISCUSSION 
Introduotlon 
fhe ccnnposltion of intermetallic eompounds bears in 
general little relaticm to the custca&ary valences of the 
metala. The significant factors, which at present are 
only partially understood, are the ratio of valence 
electrons to atcmic nuclei, relative values of metallic 
radii and differences in electronegativity of combining 
atc^ns* 
fhe compoimds of thoriw with the transition elements 
of the first period are particularly numerous and inter­
esting and display several new structural types# Attempts 
to correlate these intermetalli© ccanpounds with one another 
and with intensetallic ccaapounds in general will be based 
essentially upon empirical considerations# The two factca-s 
to be considered are the relative values aS metallic radii 
and the electron to atom ratio, 
ks one of the characteristic properties of metal 
structures is a close packing of atoms, it is evident that 
differences in the sizes of ccanbining atcans will lead to 
different atasiic «Lrrang^ents and hence to different cry­
stal structures* However, many structures ^ ich appear to 
be unrelated, that is, have different atomic ratios or be­
long to different crystal classes, show many similarities 
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upon inspection of the packing polyhedra within the mit 
cell* It would thus appear to be proroising to stMy the 
nature of these polyhedra aM the conditions that lead to 
their stability in crystal structures# 
Since metals that have approximately the same radius 
ratio do not all form similjir ccmipounds, electronic or 
electronegativity effects must also be of importance for 
compound formation* Mai^ intermetallic compounds} electron 
compoundsI with closely related structure but different 
chemical composition have the same electron to atcsn ratios* 
The stability of some of these compounds has been explained 
on the basis of ssone theory (21, 22) and is shown to be de­
pendent upon the electron to ataa ratio* 
Many intermetallic ccanpounds with the formiila ABj are 
found to have a structure isomori^ous with one of the three 
Laves phases (23), the hexagonal MgZnj phase, the cubic 
MgCua phase or the more complex hexagonal MgHij phase* The 
ccMBmon featwe of these three structures is that they are 
formed by various systematic packings of the same poly­
hedron, Figure 1, which consists of a large at<Ha, A, sur­
rounded by twelve smaller B atcass at the corners of a trun­
cated tetrahedron with all the edges of equal length* The 
various ways in %^leh polyhedra of this form pack in three-
dimensional space lead to the three different structures* 
8k 
The stability of these phases appears to be partially 
dependent ttpon the radius ratio of the A to B atces. 
fhomgh the ideal ratio is l«25j eompovtnds ¥ith the rati© 
of 1«12 to are knowi» Mar^ compounds of this type 
are formed by titaniim and zirconitaa with the transition 
elements« ti^ereas only manganese fonns a laves type em" 
pound with thoriiM. As the valence of titanitami ziroonitm 
and thorium is the saine» by considering the laves phases 
formed by these elements we can study the siae effect of 
the A atom on the stability of the compounds without having 
to pay special attention to any electronic effects* The 
distances observed and calculated on the basis of Pauling's 
radii (13) are listed in fable XIX# 
fixing <wae interatomic distance in the unit cell^ 
we in turn fix all of them# The observed and calculated 
A»B distances seea in general to agree quite well, This 
suggests that it is the A-B distance which determines the 
size of the polyhedron and hence of the unit cell# As we 
go fro® transiticai elements of high atcaaic number to thcfse 
of lower atomic nismber we find poor agreement with observed 
and calculated A*B distances at that element beyond '^ich 
this phase is no longer formed* The stability of the phase 
thus appears to be connected in some as yet unknown way 
with the A-B distance* 
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table XIX. Interatmlc Distances in Xaves Phases. 
Observed Calc\2lated 
Distance Distance 
TiMnai Ti - TI 2,95 1 2.97 A 
Ti - 2.82 2.81 
• Mft 2Al 2.61 
fIPea1 fl - Ti 2.92 2.97 
li - Fe 2.79 2.79 
F® - Fe 2-38 2.52 
f iCoa 1 fi - Ti 2,90 2.97 
3?i «. Co 2.78 2^76 
Co « Co 2.37 2.50 
ZrYai ZT - Zr 3.2^  3.20 
ZT . t 3.10 2.98 
T - V 2»65 2*68 
ZrCrai Zr • Zr 3*1^ 3.2| 
Zr - Cr 3.00 2.99 
Cr - CP 2.56 2.71 
ZrMaj * Zr - Zr 3.08 3.23 
- Mn, 2.95 2.9^  ^
Hn * MB 2.51 2.61 
ZTF^Zt Zr - Zr 3.05 3.23 
Zr - Fe 2.92 2.92 
Fe - Fe 2M 2.52 
ZrCoat 23? - Zr 2.98 3.23 
Zr • Co 2.85 2.89 
Co -> Co 2.50 
Th - Th 3.35 3.63 
fh - Mn 3.21 3.1^  
Hh - Ma 2.7^  2.61 
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.3ta,t,1?Aiq,t 
Th® coEjpoimds with high transition element ccMiposition^ 
fhJtoiai ®feiaFei.7, Th^Coiy and fhaSfiiy, are all related even 
thoiigh the ccaipomds belong to different crjrstal classes. 
The structures are based on the MgZny lattice in \^ ich 
thori«E now replaces magnesiim and the transition element 
replaces zinc* By syst®Biatically replacing particular 
thoritas atoms in the MgZnj lattice with pairs of transition 
element, the superlattices of hexagonal ThaNij,7i monoclinie 
fhaFe^y and ThaCOif, and body-centered tetragonal thMnia 
can be derived. 
fhe project icai of the at cms along the jg© axis onto the 
(001) plane of the MgZnj lattice is shown in Figia*e 20. 
In order to obtain the superlattice of the ccaaapotmds with 
high trans it im el^ent content we replace the following 
thorium atcrais by pairs of the corresponding transition ele­
ment parallel to the ^ .e axis of the MgZny lattice i 
Thi^&i^a^ first layer, Da»»»# 
secoi^ layer, Aj, Aj, Aj,***, Ga,«*» 
ThaFei.7 and ThaCoiyt 
first layer, Ba, Bj,••*, Da, Dj §•••• 
second layer, Bj,•««, Dj, ,•••» 
third layer, Aj, C3, 
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Figure 20, Projection of MgZn5 type lattice onto (001) 
plane} thorium atoms, large circles; tran­
sition element atoms with z=0, small unshaded 
circles} transition element atoms with z=l/2, 
small shaded circles} MgZnc type unit cell, 
solid line} ThMnjj unit cell, dash-dot line} 
Th2Fei7 or Th2Coi7 unit cell, short dashes} 
Th2Nii7 unit cell, long dashes. 
@8 
first layer I 
secoM layer* 
fhough it is Interesting to note the similarities between 
these structures, the reasons for the different methods of 
substitution are still not understood* 
It has been pointed out by Hume-Rothery (2^•) that 
certain intersetallic compounds, electron compounds, with 
closely related structures but different chemical compo­
sition can be considered to have the same electron to atom 
ratio» there are three general types of electron compoimds, 
^1 ^ , and £ phases corresponding to the electron to atcm 
ratios of 1«5> 1#615 and 1.75. fhe valences generally as­
sumed by Hifflie-Rothery for some of the elements forming 
these compounds are listed in Table XX» 
Some question as to the correctness of these metallic 
valences of the transition elements has been raised by 
Pauling (13, 25» 26)# In Pauling*s treatment of the metal­
lic state, the five d-orbitals are partitioned into 2.Mf 
non-binding or atcanic d-orbitals while the remaining 2*56 
d-orbitals hybridize with the asm s and three p orbitals 
to give orbitals used for bondii^ and 0.78 unused, or 
•metallicS orbitals which are regarded as characteristic 
of the metallic state* 
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fable XX* Hetallic Valences of Some Metals VHiich foTm 
Bleetron Compo'uzids 
Hume-Kothery Pauling 
Cu 1 
Zn 2 
G& 3 
0 
3.^  
m 5.78 
Co 0 5.78 
Fe 0 5.78 
Hn if. 16 
5.78 
fh k k 
A1 3 3 
Using Pauling's values (13) of metallic valences, listed in 
fable XX.f one finds the electron to atcsa ratios of 
^•82 and ^-.69 for the P| t and f phase* However, it can be 
shown (27) that constant electron to &tm ratios for ele­
ments forming these phases result if the valences change in 
an aritlmetical progression as one goes across the periodic 
table* 
3Da most of the previously reported electron caospamids, 
either Pauling <8 or Itoe-Rothery's valences will give c<m-
sistent electron to atom ratios* It appears that the three 
cc^pounds ThMnia, fh«ltoa| and siigbit be related to the 
V and € phases* fhe p phase is body-centered cubie 
whereas Thltota is body»eentered tetragonalj the V phase and 
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are complex face-centered cubic structures| and 
both the £ phase and ThMna form close-packed hexagonal 
structures. Both Pauling and Htme-Hothery agree on the 
thorium valence being four so that by assuming the three 
intensetallic c<mpounds to be electron compounds it is 
possible to calculate the manganese valence for each. 
The values obtained are listed in fable XXI• 
Table XXX* Manganese Valences in ThHngi Th^l^aj and ThMnis* 
Using Htaae- tJsing Pauling *s 
Rothery's Ratios Ratios 
TMtoa *63 
Th^Mhai .99 5*^ 
ThMn^a 1.29 
It is thus apparent that only the Pauling valences 
give consistent results. The valence of five is in good 
agreement with the average value of the two valences | ^-*16 
and 5«73» given to manganese by Pauling (13) • 
Possible electron compounds in the thoriuffi-iron^ thorium-
The fact that the four ecanpounds, fhJtoiaf fhaFoiy, 
Th2Cos7 and ThaHij^ft related makes one suspect that 
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th®y may be electron compotinds corresponding to the ^ jfease 
of Hmne-Bothery# The valences given by Pauling to iron, 
cobalt and nickel are the same and somewhat higher than 
for manganese so it might be expected that the compounds, 
ThaFe^y, Th2Coi7 and ThaNiif, would contain a lower concen­
tration of transition el^ent than the corresponding manga­
nese compound, ThHnxa* 
fhe phases, fh^Fei, fhTCoj and Th^Hij, are hexagonal 
and it might be supposed that these compounds correspond to 
the E phase of Hume-Bothery# Similarly, fhNi and fhCo are 
complex phases and these may be supposed to correspond to 
the V phase of Hume-Hothery. As there is no ThFe ccnupound 
stable at room temperature, it would appear to be very in­
teresting to study the thorium-iron system at higher t^aper-
atures in order to detect the possible existence of this 
ccaapound. fhese electron compounds may have a fairly wide 
composition range of stability such that the p phase ex­
tends, for the thorium-iron syst«m, frcaa ThFe^ through 
ThFejf to IhjFeiy, for the thorium cobalt systwa, fraa 
fhCoa.i through ThCoy to ThjCoty, ^or the thorium-nickel 
systfltt, from ThKlg through fhNiy to ThaHiiy. fhis does not 
appear to be too unreasonable as the 1-5 and 2-17 c<Mpounds 
are known to be related* As there is still some question 
as to the nature of the fhFej and ThCoa-j phases, there may 
be s<me overlapping between the p and v phases* 
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Th© transition metals, manganese through cobalt, 
fluoresce in copper radiation, while nickel does not# It 
was only in the thorium-nickel system that it was possible 
to study by powder diffraction methods the mechanisBi of the 
substitution of thorium by transition metal atoms in the 
range ThMy - ThaMiy. Alloys of intermediate nickel compo­
sition gave powder diagrams indicating a continuous shrink­
age of the lattice constant* This is in agre^ent with 
and tends to confirm the assumption that the p phase for 
the thorium-iron, thorimi-cobalt and thorium-nickel systems 
has a wide composition range of stability. 
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SOMMABI 
The binary alloy syst^s of thorium with manganese | 
iron, cobalt and nickel have been investigated by X-ray 
diffraction methods for the presence of room tmnperature 
stable intermetallic cc^ipoiinds* It has been fowid that 
thoritJBs forms three compounds with manganese, ThMna, 
Th^^Mnaj fhMhiai fotir with iron, Th^Fej, ThFej, ThFej 
and Thafei|i, five with cobalt, ThyCoj, IhCo, ThCoa.i, 
fhCoj and Th2Coi7, and five with nickel, Th7Ni3, ThHi, 
Mia, ThNij and ThaNii^, 
The structures, ThMnj, Th^Mntasj ThyFej, 
ThyGoj, ThCo, ThCoy, ThyKij, ThHi, ThHia, Thlfi^, have been 
completely determined# Though not ccanpletely verified the 
structures, ThFey, ThjFei^, Th2Coj,7 and ThaHi^?, are fairly 
well established# The structure# of ThFe| and ThCoa.j 
still tanknown. 
The compounds, Th^Mnaj, ThMnia, ThyPej, ThgFeiy, ThCo, 
ThHi and ThaKijf, represent new structural types. The com­
pounds, Th^Coj and Th7Hi3, are iscmaorphous with Th7Fe3, 
ThaCoi7 with ThaFej:7, and ThFej and ThCoj with ThNlj» 
The ccsaposition of these intermetallic compounds bears 
little relation to the custcaaary valences of the metals# 
Attempts to correlate these compounds with one^ another and 
with intermetallic compoimds in general has been based es­
sentially upon a consideration of the relative values of 
9»f 
of metallic radii, which dependent upon the sizes of the 
COTBbining atoms will lead to different atcanic arrangem^ts, 
and of the ratio of valence electrons to atcmic nuclei. 
a study of the Laves phases, common to loansr compounds 
with the formula ABj and a radius ratio of approximately 
1.25f suggests that it is the A-B distance which determines 
the siae of the polyhedra comprising the unit cell» In­
spection of the lattices and coordination polyhedra of the 
cc^pounds, fhMtiia, ThaNiiy and ThUiy, 
shows that they are related to one another though the ctaa-
pounds belong to different crystal classes* 
It appears that the cosnpoimds, ThMn^a* ^ ^6^23 
fhMnji are related to the electron ccoipoundSf v and c 
phases, with electron to atom ratios of 1»5» 1.615 and 1.75 
on the basis of Huaie-Rothery's valences or with the ratios 
of M-.82 and ^.69 on the basis of Pauling's valences. 
However, only Pauling•s ratios give a consistent value for 
the valence of manganese. It also appears probable that 
the coapounds in the thorium-iron, thoritaa-cobalt and 
thorium-nickel syst«as are electron compounds. 
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